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Prof. Dias

We won’t have billionth users in Sri Lanka because the population in Sri Lanka isn’t that much.
Approximately 5 million internet users are in Sri Lanka. So how to get next five millionth users in Sri
Lanka? That won’t the users use internet in very peripheral way. It should be the users who have very useful
meaning of internet for their live in their business or personal life or education etc. so, focus on how we
going to get internet, from where it is now today. Mr. Wasantha will talk about the Google loon &
government perspective, etc. I invite Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya, the secretary of the ministry of
telecommunications & digital infrastructure to do his small presentation and we will have a discussion after
that.

Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Thanks Prof. Gihan. Ladies & gentleman, I have some introduction to this. By 2015 it was gone beyond 3.1.
This is how US is planning to get into the next set of million or billion users. They are expecting people are
using Google Glass, Google watch & specially iwatch & so on. But it’s not the case in Sri Lanka. In there,
approximately 25% ICT literacy, computer ownership by household=12% according to the survey carried by
census department, the 2nd half of 2015. And 3.5 subscribers for mobile broadband, for fixed 0.5 million
according to TRC. And internet penetration is 22% according World Bank report published in 2015. In ICT
development index, published by ITU, 2015, shows that Sri Lanka has not been improved. That’s not a thing
to be happy. We are sitting behind the world average of developing countries. Broadband going up, GDP
going up. Then how you are going to increase broadband supply coverage? We have to work on National
broadband policy. 100% broadband coverage, Google loon come & play a role. We haven’t any government
services online for government to business. We have to work on number of following areas as supporting
further Nenasala, Sinhala & Tamil localization programs, more & more government programs for farmers,
fishermen who are the bottom of the pyramid, who are ignored mostly.

Prof. Dias

Thank you Deshapriya. We can have a small time for questions. Questions can be asked in Sinhala, Tamil, or
English.

Q- Mr. Maheeshwara Kirindigoda
How the ordinary people are affected by Google Loon?
A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
It’s not the time for asking it. My opinion is that Google Loon is designed for ultra-rural areas that the
broadband can’t access. Because about 80% of our people have broadband coverage, we have concern
Google Loon for the remaining 20%. I think, the previous Free Wi-Fi like things are wrong. They were

implemented without proper investigation. There is nothing for free. Someone has to bear the fee of the
things. So, still Google Loon is being tested. The d ministry of defense & TRC is still making the
background for Google Loon. So, because the initial activities of Google Loon is not complete it’s too early
to talk about it.

Q-Dr. Kavan ratnathunga
Ok. About government services, what is the government is done for Sri Lankan employees in Middle East to
get government services & other things via Internet? They are contributing to a major part of our economy.

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Currently there is a proposal by the particular ministry to migrant worker management system, something
that had been already implemented in Malaysia & Philippine. But however they need first to come to high
commission or embassy to register. And there after they can access their profiles & all. The system will
support has the support for their local languages. Even they could be used the social media platforms that is
already developed. Right now there’s a proposal in cabinet of ministers to empower migrant workers to be
connected & provide the information without any barriers to their families, ministry, foreign employee
bureau & so on. It has, before a migrant worker leave the country they are trained to use the system. So
within next 2 years it would be implemented.
Prof. Dias
Thanks. We have 1 more question.
Q- Mr. Niranjan Meegammana
Thanks. Somewhere on 2005, we had e-Sri Lanka project. There were Sinhala Unicode, Nenasala & lot of
developments. After 2-3 years, in 2009 the whole thing is halted. Now I think we are talking about it again.
So we have think back what we have done through this project, which was a major boost to take internet &
ICT to rural areas. Certain villages that I have visited has really been impact like Lahugala & all. So we have
to consider to make improve the attempt to get triple or quadruple results. Fishermen have been totally
ignored in this ICT. I did some research. There are other people like small merchants in ‘Pola’.
Prof. Dias
Express your question in short.
Mr. Niranjan Meegammana
Ok. I like to know about how an action plan is there to reach such people.

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
ICTA has submitted projects & 64 projects been approved in this year. And there are considerable money is
being allocated for improving online presence government & online availability of government services. I’m
not sure what will would be in the basket of e-services this year, but what I have seen is we mostly go for the
services that could be easily converted into online services. I highly value Niranjan Meegammana’s attempt
& support. Provided that you have already worked with fishermen & farmers, I’m ready to invite anyone
who have grass level contacts with those kind of people to provide us project proposals to solve the most
burning issues. That’s why we want this forum to be bigger.

Q- Mr. Sri Nimal Padmakumara

I’m having a online radio service for Sri Lankan people who are in abroad. I have questions on the same
issues. I have 2 short questions. One is that when we logon government services are not updated. They say
that they haven’t people for that.

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Good question. As we take a look at past ten years government sector websites are made three or four times
by ICTA. Because of various reasons we are unable to update them. Update in Tamil language is a problem
for the government sector. Because there is a law enforcing the trilingual (Sinhala, English, & Tamil)
translation is a must, don’t update any at all. This year we inform to ICTA that it’s enough making of
websites & what they can to for update them? When we considering important 50 -100 institutes.

Prof. Dias
Thank you all of you. I invite general manager, product development & management of Telecom, Sri Lanka,
Mr. Prabath Dahanayake to give a presentation on service provider’s responsibility in internet connectivity.

Mr. Prabath Dahanayake
Thank you. Topic is connecting the non-connected in rural areas. This isn’t a easy thing. This is a very very
hot topic as concluded in recent world mobile congress because there’s plan to connect one billion customers
during next 3 years, but we all know that today daily five million things are connected to the internet. In Sri
Lanka we have 5 million households. But internet is given to 1 million by us. 80% households are to be
connected. Fixed line saturation in Sri Lanka is good 10 years away. Growth should be driven by acquisition.
There are should be a plan. We have our own access methods that is LTE, Fixed or wireless, FTTX the best
in class, ADSL technologies. But the problem is how to reduce the per width cost or how to increase the
speeds & at the same time how to decrease the latency. Our average speeds are very very good. You can get
more speed in next 6 months in Sri Lanka. To connect rural areas we have to have revolutionary approach.

Prof. Dias
I like to invite Mr. Prasad de Silva, media defined corporation to present digital divide.

Mr. Prasad de Silva
We can’t talk about next billionth users without digital divide. Digital divide is the economic & social
inequity of accessing ICT resources. This graph shows its timeline. These are some factor affecting digital
divide. They are language, culture, income, willingness, infrastructure, & directions. Let’s look about some
stats about digital divide in Sri Lanka. Lack of local language support a major issue. Infrastructure issues in
rural areas- access to Wii or signal availability. Some places have no electrical power. Then educational
issues- Lack of knowledge/ comprehension ability in English language. Gender restrictions-still women/girls
in some places not allowed to access computers. Skill migration-skilled people are migrating from rural
areas. Then lack of coordinated effort on implementation projects. & then the political issues.

Initiatives from Sri Lanka. They started Nenasala project. The successful project. Other one is e- Sri Lanka
program. Current IT literacy rate 43%. They are trying to increase it upto 75%. One of the other Initiative is
Batuwangala, a remote e-village.

Some of the examples of addressing digital divide by other countries. South Africa they put digital library.
They initiate one laptop for a child. Gate foundation provide computers to libraries. In Kenya Carnegie
foundation provide help to libraries.

What smart phones can do for brake digital divide? Booking, maps, apps, checking emails, Skype, Viber can
be helped in this way. Is this indicate people who are using smart phones also have well it literacy? Last
challenge is to address these issues, how we provide equipment? Purchasing power of common man. Local
content. Get grant from local businessman.

Prof Dias.
My topic is language. When people are unable to use internet, one reason may be you are physically
handicapped, you may be having economic problems. If you go to internet today almost all the information
useful s still we find in English. Before 15 years ago all are in English in computers. From about year 2010
we get the infrastructure ready for Sinhala, Tamil languages to use in computers. Today all the computers,
iPhone, androids are running in Sinhala & Tamil. Still person who only knows Sinhala or Tamil in internet
what can we do? Sinhala content in this country is better than Tamil content (likely zero), but not good. We
have to come with strategy, both government & private sector. Parliament have very good trilingual website.
1 or 2 commercial banks have good Sinhala & Tamil websites. We are the only country in the world where
we haven’t our websites in our own language.

Q- Mr. Dihan Morawaka
Because of the higher tax by previous government for importing used computers there is a huge brake down
in Sri Lankan IT field. People loss them. There are or were not such e-garbage as the all parts of
motherboards, computers are recycled. So please allow for importing them. It’s very good for school
children.

Prof. Dias (president of ISOC Sri Lanka)

It’s true. But e-garbage is also an issue. We haven’t any proper recycle mechanism. So the two sides must be
considered.

Mr. Dihan Morawaka
Excuse me sir. I totally oppose the saying of e-garbage. It’s or was not arisen.

Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana
The new computers importing is better than dumping old computers in here. But we have a problem of
prices. Raspberry pie is a good solution for our children. The phones are about 21 millions. When dumping
them there is a no proper policy for that. Otherwise cadmium may get by us. So making proper solution for
this is a must.

Q- Mr. Sri Nimal Padmakumara

Project Loon (India also had this issue) is an interruption for other ISPs in here. So, what are the providers
that are allowed to use Google Loon? How to manage the threat of Google Loon for National defense?

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

Project Rama company’s 10% of shares will be provided for Sri Lankan ISPs in here. So all ISPs are
addressed by ICTA. But still we haven’t choose an ISP.

The defense issue, we had several meetings about it with all stakeholders of government defense. We have
our deep consideration for this. We have discussed even how to inspect these equipment one by one. TRC
want to be approved all equipment. Another meeting will be held.

Q- A Software engineer

Government services are very low online in Sri Lanka. If Sri Lankan software engineers are get-together to
develop it how they can participate on it?

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

The ordinary process is we choose some government services for a year to bring online. It’s undergo by
procurement process. In voluntary services, the sustainability of these projects are lost in most of the times.
Because we can’t sign an SLA with volunteer groups. So we prefer to sign SLAs with companies.

Prof Dias.
We are going to next speaker Manique Gunaratne who are going to talk about difficulties faced by persons
with diverse disabilities when browsing the internet.

Ms. Manique Gunaratne (senior trainer, EFC ICT training center for the visually impaired.)
For vision impaired people graphical contents are inaccessible. Solution that I suggest is standards of
describing the picture /graphics in the ALT text of the HTML mark-up. Secondly flash contents are
inaccessible with most screen readers. Solution is mark-up them with either text format or audio format. Also
converting & applications, online editing programs are also inaccessible. So provide different page for screen
readers for accessing them. And Ads in internet is make screen reader based browsing difficult. We aren’t
tell that stop all Ads. But reduce them.
When the ads are popping up sometimes the screen readers are stop responding. Sometimes online content
hosting websites & plugins make it difficult for screen readers.
So provide separate basic HTML pages for visually impaired people. Also auto playing videos are also
annoying them. So, please minimize the auto playing. Some layouts are also bad for screen readers. So, avoid
those types of layouts. Frequent refreshing of the webpages affects screen reading badly. So, make the
refreshing intervals at least 15 minutes.
Use Unicode fonts for Sinhala (Iskolapotha font) & Tamil (Latha font). Spin buttons are inaccessible in
sometimes. Try to use basic buttons. Certain color combinations make it difficult to read. Please increase the

font size and provide background color selection tool bar. Bad coding practices are bad for screen readers.
It’s not possible to make everything accessible, but you can make most of the things.
Provide incentives for web designers who are making accessible websites, for motivating them. In websites
where frames are used titles should be provides along them. Provide a sitemap for easy navigation.
Availability of skip navigation keys important. Allow access keys.

What are the problems faced by hearing impaired persons? Specially sign language interpretation. They
should be placed on the side of the websites.

Prof Dias.
Next I would like to invite Lt. Uditha Pushpakumara use of internet by armed forces for development
activities.

Lt. Uditha Pushpakumara

Internet society Sri Lanka chapter helped & initiate IT activities in Sri Lanka national guards. We have now
ICT literacy. & we are further developing them. ‘Sewa Wanitha’ unit of Sri Lanka army is doing the
developing by the guidance of Mrs. Thelma Perera, president of the unit. Give your support for the soldiers
& then they will be the maximum.

Prof Dias.

Next I would like to invite to invite Ms. Sagarika Wickramasekara, secretary of ISOC Sri Lanka chapter to
give a presentation on ‘beyond the reach’ project.
Ms. Sagarika Wickramasekara

How to cater minorities who are using internet? The minorities are vision impaired people, etc. our vision is
new vision to vision impaired. Our mission is to life make easy for visually handicap people to allow them
use internet with proficiency. Target audience is island wide vision impaired people. Intended outcomes of
the project are introduce training within their regions with the Model Mobile lab, introduce internet access
through public KIOSKs within public offices, increase the number of websites that support visually
impaired, increase the text book for their studies in web for vision impaired people, and increase the content
for their studies in web for vision impaired people.

How do we reach? Stage 15 trainers will be trained & 60 people will be target to train at starting step.
Secondly, using Vidatha centers & divisional secretariat 150 people will be targeted. After the each training
module evaluation will be included & training will be improved based on feedback.

Prof Dias.

Ask questions about this sub them, people with disabilities.

Q-Dr. Kavan Ratnathunga

If there is a software that can be run to make sure that the websites are ok for disabled people?

A- Ms. Manique Gunaratne
The screen reader the only software.

Dr. Shantha
Not only the websites, totally access. May the screen reader help that much. Different we portals & software
need different types of customizations plus it’ll also need certain other equipment. We develop some
solutions but there were no people to fund us to continue them. Still there are challenges.
A-Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana

Content management systems as Joomla, Wordpress they have some accessibilities.
A-Prof Dias.
Best way is to use content management system & enable their accessibility module.
Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

We also made it mandatory for all web developers to comply with accessibility. W3C certification is want to
display. We have to continue this.

A-Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana

Drupal is better.

Ms. Sagarika Wickramasekara
In ‘beyond the reach’ project we are planning to develop a similar type of software.

Prof Dias.

Handover to Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana that he want to say something.

Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana (University of Colombo School of Computing)

Regarding translations, what we have to come up with proper translators. We have done transliterators.
Government should sponsor for them. Then the translators will automatically translate the websites whether
it’s in English or Tamil or Sinhala.

Prof Dias.

I would like to support Harsha.

Q-Dr. Kavan Ratnathunga
What Sri Lanka is doing to support Google like translation companies to doing their job better?

A-Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana
Actually it’s very different. Google translation is not good. I also doing some translations, but it’s not funded
by anyone. We have to have more funds to get more people for R&D teams. It should be a national project,
the translations. We did some help for Google trnasliterators. Same tools can be used for translators.

Prof Dias.

We like to inform that university of Moratuwa also started translations. I suggest Harsha for working
together with us.

Q-Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Some say that by 2020 the web pages will automatically translate for preferred languages. What’s the truth of
this?

Prof Dias.

It’s very optimistic. I recently translated Japanese and Chinese websites to English by Google translate. Its
50%-60% accurate. These are major languages. So, the Google translate is not up to the standard. For Sinhala
& Tamil it’s useless. Google translate doesn’t say that it can’t translate, just give nonsense. Any other
questions?

Q- Mr. Sri Nimal Padmakumara
In some Middle East & other foreign countries Iskolapotha font isn’t downloaded for them. So some
mechanism used by ‘Basha’ software company to auto download & install the font for government websites
want to be used. Why are you not using it?

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

We talked about it. The whole government sector we want 10 million to do it. It’s not practical that the other
Sinhala developments also can be stopped. It’s kind of server side rendering. If we used that it it’s limit the
localization & development.

Prof Dias.

I support for Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya. It’s only a fix. But not a sustainable time solution. When we
consider Windows, Android, Linux like Ubuntu, ios all have Sinhala in their latest versions. The problem is
that our people are not using the newest version always. I accept it. In Facebook also people write in
Sinhala. It’s also readable. By the time this problem will be solved. The main problem that I have is the
absence of proper Sinhala keyboard.

Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana

'Unicode is a technology. Some letters in Iskolapotha are wrong. ‘Nirmala’ font by Microsoft is the best.
Some other fonts which can be downloadable from ICTA site is also good. Now all have good rendering
engines. It’s the need for proper Sinhala keyboard for SMS. It want to be developed.

Q-Mr. Senewiratne

Recently we had a project at Madugalla School for developing their ICT facilities. We complexly failed in
supplying internet facility there. Do we have some method to supply internet for those rural areas?

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

There are National broadband initiative is. Meanwhile Dialog has also started. Minister want to us to give an
action plan to how to get into rural areas & support that. What we have already planned is providing internet
for government organizations by fiber network. Then there are public Wi-Fi hotspots in government
organizations. It’s to be still proven. Some procedures are impractical as going ISP to register for Wi-Fi. In
next 3 years ICTA is planning to connect 4500 government organizations. Minimum broadband speed is
20Mbps, going up to 100Mbps. That is not going to rural areas, limited to divisional secretariats & so on.
There is somewhere that the Google Loon have some role to play. I’m still supporting Nenasala project, and
try to provide rural network through it.

Dr. Shantha
Can I say a word about school projects?

Prof Dias.

Yes. Very very briefly. No time we have.

Dr. Shantha
There was something called ‘School net’. There were 3500 schools were connected. There were web hosting
facilities, email all that. But the issue was that the that time technology was provided. But later the
technologies were not changed, but the world changed. We as university of Moratuwa we have to manage &
give the technology. The ministry have to manage the cost & infrastructure. Ultimately SLT cut the
connection.

Q-Mr. Senewiratne

They are collecting money from children. Why they can’t collect some small money from children for this &
maintain this?

A-Dr. Shantha
The question is the formality, agreements isn’t not there.

Prof Dias.
Mr. Niranjan you have question earlier.

Q- Mr. Niranjan Meegammana
There are 1000 labs setup last year. Really good. ‘Mahindyodaya’. 64000 computers. Some are not used
many reasons. Can we take action for that? This is our money.

Dr. Shantha
I was in the committee who was did the evolutions.

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Our ministry has also involving in that. I fully agree with you. We have started a survey to know what has
happened.

Dr. Shantha
There is the irresponsibility of the stakeholders in schools.

Mr. Asela galappathige
Google Loon is an appropriate topic to be discussed here. The government & all the stakeholders are here.
Let the service providers’ voice be heard. Let the users’ voice be heard. So, don’t stop it. Some are thinking
Google Loon is just a marketing thing

Prof Dias.
We have to have a separate discussion on it by next 2 months, by all stakeholders together. But we have to
make sure that the government is ready.

Mr. Maheeshwara Kirindigoda

IGF is a platform to discuss about the things like that. We make multistakeholdership in here. Just a
explanation.

Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

I agree with Prof Dias. There is a MOU sign. Still TRC or defense people not investigate all& come to
agreement of these things. Definitely this would be a good project for the government, because we can
connect the rural areas to the internet. 10 divisional secretariat areas out of 30 can only be connected with
microwave. It’s very unreliable. In disasters this is very useful too where other infrastructure is damaged. By
2/3 months we are in a better position to answer all the questions where there are more balloons in the sky.
Prof Dias.
Thank you all. This is the end of the today’s this session. This is not a forum that the questions are answered
definitively. Sometimes the questions are more important than the answers.
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Prof. Dias

We won’t have billionth users in Sri Lanka because the population in Sri Lanka isn’t that much.
Approximately 5 million internet users are in Sri Lanka. So how to get next five millionth users in Sri
Lanka? That won’t the users use internet in very peripheral way. It should be the users who have very useful
meaning of internet for their live in their business or personal life or education etc. so, focus on how we
going to get internet, from where it is now today. Mr. Wasantha will talk about the Google loon &
government perspective, etc. I invite Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya, the secretary of the ministry of
telecommunications & digital infrastructure to do his small presentation and we will have a discussion after
that.

Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Thanks Prof. Gihan. Ladies & gentleman, I have some introduction to this. By 2015 it was gone beyond 3.1.
This is how US is planning to get into the next set of million or billion users. They are expecting people are
using Google Glass, Google watch & specially iwatch & so on. But it’s not the case in Sri Lanka. In there,
approximately 25% ICT literacy, computer ownership by household=12% according to the survey carried by
census department, the 2nd half of 2015. And 3.5 subscribers for mobile broadband, for fixed 0.5 million
according to TRC. And internet penetration is 22% according World Bank report published in 2015. In ICT
development index, published by ITU, 2015, shows that Sri Lanka has not been improved. That’s not a thing

to be happy. We are sitting behind the world average of developing countries. Broadband going up, GDP
going up. Then how you are going to increase broadband supply coverage? We have to work on National
broadband policy. 100% broadband coverage, Google loon come & play a role. We haven’t any government
services online for government to business. We have to work on number of following areas as supporting
further Nenasala, Sinhala & Tamil localization programs, more & more government programs for farmers,
fishermen who are the bottom of the pyramid, who are ignored mostly.

Prof. Dias

Thank you Deshapriya. We can have a small time for questions. Questions can be asked in Sinhala, Tamil, or
English.

Q- Mr. Maheeshwara Kirindigoda
How the ordinary people are affected by Google Loon?
A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
It’s not the time for asking it. My opinion is that Google Loon is designed for ultra-rural areas that the
broadband can’t access. Because about 80% of our people have broadband coverage, we have concern
Google Loon for the remaining 20%. I think, the previous Free Wi-Fi like things are wrong. They were
implemented without proper investigation. There is nothing for free. Someone has to bear the fee of the
things. So, still Google Loon is being tested. The d ministry of defense & TRC is still making the
background for Google Loon. So, because the initial activities of Google Loon is not complete it’s too early
to talk about it.

Q-Dr. Kavan ratnathunga
Ok. About government services, what is the government is done for Sri Lankan employees in Middle East to
get government services & other things via Internet? They are contributing to a major part of our economy.

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Currently there is a proposal by the particular ministry to migrant worker management system, something
that had been already implemented in Malaysia & Philippine. But however they need first to come to high
commission or embassy to register. And there after they can access their profiles & all. The system will
support has the support for their local languages. Even they could be used the social media platforms that is
already developed. Right now there’s a proposal in cabinet of ministers to empower migrant workers to be
connected & provide the information without any barriers to their families, ministry, foreign employee
bureau & so on. It has, before a migrant worker leave the country they are trained to use the system. So
within next 2 years it would be implemented.
Prof. Dias
Thanks. We have 1 more question.
Q- Mr. Niranjan Meegammana

Thanks. Somewhere on 2005, we had e-Sri Lanka project. There were Sinhala Unicode, Nenasala & lot of
developments. After 2-3 years, in 2009 the whole thing is halted. Now I think we are talking about it again.
So we have think back what we have done through this project, which was a major boost to take internet &
ICT to rural areas. Certain villages that I have visited has really been impact like Lahugala & all. So we have
to consider to make improve the attempt to get triple or quadruple results. Fishermen have been totally
ignored in this ICT. I did some research. There are other people like small merchants in ‘Pola’.
Prof. Dias
Express your question in short.
Mr. Niranjan Meegammana
Ok. I like to know about how an action plan is there to reach such people.

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
ICTA has submitted projects & 64 projects been approved in this year. And there are considerable money is
being allocated for improving online presence government & online availability of government services. I’m
not sure what will would be in the basket of e-services this year, but what I have seen is we mostly go for the
services that could be easily converted into online services. I highly value Niranjan Meegammana’s attempt
& support. Provided that you have already worked with fishermen & farmers, I’m ready to invite anyone
who have grass level contacts with those kind of people to provide us project proposals to solve the most
burning issues. That’s why we want this forum to be bigger.

Q- Mr. Sri Nimal Padmakumara
I’m having a online radio service for Sri Lankan people who are in abroad. I have questions on the same
issues. I have 2 short questions. One is that when we logon government services are not updated. They say
that they haven’t people for that.

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Good question. As we take a look at past ten years government sector websites are made three or four times
by ICTA. Because of various reasons we are unable to update them. Update in Tamil language is a problem
for the government sector. Because there is a law enforcing the trilingual (Sinhala, English, & Tamil)
translation is a must, don’t update any at all. This year we inform to ICTA that it’s enough making of
websites & what they can to for update them? When we considering important 50 -100 institutes.

Prof. Dias
Thank you all of you. I invite general manager, product development & management of Telecom, Sri Lanka,
Mr. Prabath Dahanayake to give a presentation on service provider’s responsibility in internet connectivity.

Mr. Prabath Dahanayake
Thank you. Topic is connecting the non-connected in rural areas. This isn’t a easy thing. This is a very very
hot topic as concluded in recent world mobile congress because there’s plan to connect one billion customers
during next 3 years, but we all know that today daily five million things are connected to the internet. In Sri
Lanka we have 5 million households. But internet is given to 1 million by us. 80% households are to be
connected. Fixed line saturation in Sri Lanka is good 10 years away. Growth should be driven by acquisition.
There are should be a plan. We have our own access methods that is LTE, Fixed or wireless, FTTX the best
in class, ADSL technologies. But the problem is how to reduce the per width cost or how to increase the

speeds & at the same time how to decrease the latency. Our average speeds are very very good. You can get
more speed in next 6 months in Sri Lanka. To connect rural areas we have to have revolutionary approach.

Prof. Dias
I like to invite Mr. Prasad de Silva, media defined corporation to present digital divide.

Mr. Prasad de Silva
We can’t talk about next billionth users without digital divide. Digital divide is the economic & social
inequity of accessing ICT resources. This graph shows its timeline. These are some factor affecting digital
divide. They are language, culture, income, willingness, infrastructure, & directions. Let’s look about some
stats about digital divide in Sri Lanka. Lack of local language support a major issue. Infrastructure issues in
rural areas- access to Wii or signal availability. Some places have no electrical power. Then educational
issues- Lack of knowledge/ comprehension ability in English language. Gender restrictions-still women/girls
in some places not allowed to access computers. Skill migration-skilled people are migrating from rural
areas. Then lack of coordinated effort on implementation projects. & then the political issues.

Initiatives from Sri Lanka. They started Nenasala project. The successful project. Other one is e- Sri Lanka
program. Current IT literacy rate 43%. They are trying to increase it upto 75%. One of the other Initiative is
Batuwangala, a remote e-village.

Some of the examples of addressing digital divide by other countries. South Africa they put digital library.
They initiate one laptop for a child. Gate foundation provide computers to libraries. In Kenya Carnegie
foundation provide help to libraries.

What smart phones can do for brake digital divide? Booking, maps, apps, checking emails, Skype, Viber can
be helped in this way. Is this indicate people who are using smart phones also have well it literacy? Last
challenge is to address these issues, how we provide equipment? Purchasing power of common man. Local
content. Get grant from local businessman.

Prof Dias.
My topic is language. When people are unable to use internet, one reason may be you are physically
handicapped, you may be having economic problems. If you go to internet today almost all the information
useful s still we find in English. Before 15 years ago all are in English in computers. From about year 2010
we get the infrastructure ready for Sinhala, Tamil languages to use in computers. Today all the computers,
iPhone, androids are running in Sinhala & Tamil. Still person who only knows Sinhala or Tamil in internet
what can we do? Sinhala content in this country is better than Tamil content (likely zero), but not good. We
have to come with strategy, both government & private sector. Parliament have very good trilingual website.
1 or 2 commercial banks have good Sinhala & Tamil websites. We are the only country in the world where
we haven’t our websites in our own language.

Q- Mr. Dihan Morawaka
Because of the higher tax by previous government for importing used computers there is a huge brake down
in Sri Lankan IT field. People loss them. There are or were not such e-garbage as the all parts of

motherboards, computers are recycled. So please allow for importing them. It’s very good for school
children.

Prof. Dias (president of ISOC Sri Lanka)

It’s true. But e-garbage is also an issue. We haven’t any proper recycle mechanism. So the two sides must be
considered.

Mr. Dihan Morawaka
Excuse me sir. I totally oppose the saying of e-garbage. It’s or was not arisen.

Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana
The new computers importing is better than dumping old computers in here. But we have a problem of
prices. Raspberry pie is a good solution for our children. The phones are about 21 millions. When dumping
them there is a no proper policy for that. Otherwise cadmium may get by us. So making proper solution for
this is a must.

Q- Mr. Sri Nimal Padmakumara
Project Loon (India also had this issue) is an interruption for other ISPs in here. So, what are the providers
that are allowed to use Google Loon? How to manage the threat of Google Loon for National defense?

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

Project Rama company’s 10% of shares will be provided for Sri Lankan ISPs in here. So all ISPs are
addressed by ICTA. But still we haven’t choose an ISP.

The defense issue, we had several meetings about it with all stakeholders of government defense. We have
our deep consideration for this. We have discussed even how to inspect these equipment one by one. TRC
want to be approved all equipment. Another meeting will be held.

Q- A Software engineer

Government services are very low online in Sri Lanka. If Sri Lankan software engineers are get-together to
develop it how they can participate on it?

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

The ordinary process is we choose some government services for a year to bring online. It’s undergo by
procurement process. In voluntary services, the sustainability of these projects are lost in most of the times.
Because we can’t sign an SLA with volunteer groups. So we prefer to sign SLAs with companies.

Prof Dias.
We are going to next speaker Manique Gunaratne who are going to talk about difficulties faced by persons
with diverse disabilities when browsing the internet.

Ms. Manique Gunaratne (senior trainer, EFC ICT training center for the visually impaired.)
For vision impaired people graphical contents are inaccessible. Solution that I suggest is standards of
describing the picture /graphics in the ALT text of the HTML mark-up. Secondly flash contents are
inaccessible with most screen readers. Solution is mark-up them with either text format or audio format. Also
converting & applications, online editing programs are also inaccessible. So provide different page for screen
readers for accessing them. And Ads in internet is make screen reader based browsing difficult. We aren’t
tell that stop all Ads. But reduce them.
When the ads are popping up sometimes the screen readers are stop responding. Sometimes online content
hosting websites & plugins make it difficult for screen readers.
So provide separate basic HTML pages for visually impaired people. Also auto playing videos are also
annoying them. So, please minimize the auto playing. Some layouts are also bad for screen readers. So, avoid
those types of layouts. Frequent refreshing of the webpages affects screen reading badly. So, make the
refreshing intervals at least 15 minutes.
Use Unicode fonts for Sinhala (Iskolapotha font) & Tamil (Latha font). Spin buttons are inaccessible in
sometimes. Try to use basic buttons. Certain color combinations make it difficult to read. Please increase the
font size and provide background color selection tool bar. Bad coding practices are bad for screen readers.
It’s not possible to make everything accessible, but you can make most of the things.
Provide incentives for web designers who are making accessible websites, for motivating them. In websites
where frames are used titles should be provides along them. Provide a sitemap for easy navigation.
Availability of skip navigation keys important. Allow access keys.

What are the problems faced by hearing impaired persons? Specially sign language interpretation. They
should be placed on the side of the websites.

Prof Dias.
Next I would like to invite Lt. Uditha Pushpakumara use of internet by armed forces for development
activities.

Lt. Uditha Pushpakumara

Internet society Sri Lanka chapter helped & initiate IT activities in Sri Lanka national guards. We have now
ICT literacy. & we are further developing them. ‘Sewa Wanitha’ unit of Sri Lanka army is doing the
developing by the guidance of Mrs. Thelma Perera, president of the unit. Give your support for the soldiers
& then they will be the maximum.

Prof Dias.

Next I would like to invite to invite Ms. Sagarika Wickramasekara, secretary of ISOC Sri Lanka chapter to
give a presentation on ‘beyond the reach’ project.
Ms. Sagarika Wickramasekara

How to cater minorities who are using internet? The minorities are vision impaired people, etc. our vision is
new vision to vision impaired. Our mission is to life make easy for visually handicap people to allow them
use internet with proficiency. Target audience is island wide vision impaired people. Intended outcomes of
the project are introduce training within their regions with the Model Mobile lab, introduce internet access
through public KIOSKs within public offices, increase the number of websites that support visually
impaired, increase the text book for their studies in web for vision impaired people, and increase the content
for their studies in web for vision impaired people.

How do we reach? Stage 15 trainers will be trained & 60 people will be target to train at starting step.
Secondly, using Vidatha centers & divisional secretariat 150 people will be targeted. After the each training
module evaluation will be included & training will be improved based on feedback.

Prof Dias.

Ask questions about this sub them, people with disabilities.

Q-Dr. Kavan Ratnathunga

If there is a software that can be run to make sure that the websites are ok for disabled people?

A- Ms. Manique Gunaratne
The screen reader the only software.

Dr. Shantha
Not only the websites, totally access. May the screen reader help that much. Different we portals & software
need different types of customizations plus it’ll also need certain other equipment. We develop some
solutions but there were no people to fund us to continue them. Still there are challenges.
A-Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana

Content management systems as Joomla, Wordpress they have some accessibilities.
A-Prof Dias.
Best way is to use content management system & enable their accessibility module.

Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

We also made it mandatory for all web developers to comply with accessibility. W3C certification is want to
display. We have to continue this.

A-Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana

Drupal is better.

Ms. Sagarika Wickramasekara
In ‘beyond the reach’ project we are planning to develop a similar type of software.

Prof Dias.

Handover to Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana that he want to say something.

Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana (University of Colombo School of Computing)

Regarding translations, what we have to come up with proper translators. We have done transliterators.
Government should sponsor for them. Then the translators will automatically translate the websites whether
it’s in English or Tamil or Sinhala.

Prof Dias.

I would like to support Harsha.

Q-Dr. Kavan Ratnathunga
What Sri Lanka is doing to support Google like translation companies to doing their job better?

A-Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana
Actually it’s very different. Google translation is not good. I also doing some translations, but it’s not funded
by anyone. We have to have more funds to get more people for R&D teams. It should be a national project,
the translations. We did some help for Google trnasliterators. Same tools can be used for translators.

Prof Dias.

We like to inform that university of Moratuwa also started translations. I suggest Harsha for working
together with us.

Q-Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Some say that by 2020 the web pages will automatically translate for preferred languages. What’s the truth of
this?

Prof Dias.

It’s very optimistic. I recently translated Japanese and Chinese websites to English by Google translate. Its
50%-60% accurate. These are major languages. So, the Google translate is not up to the standard. For Sinhala
& Tamil it’s useless. Google translate doesn’t say that it can’t translate, just give nonsense. Any other
questions?

Q- Mr. Sri Nimal Padmakumara
In some Middle East & other foreign countries Iskolapotha font isn’t downloaded for them. So some
mechanism used by ‘Basha’ software company to auto download & install the font for government websites
want to be used. Why are you not using it?

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

We talked about it. The whole government sector we want 10 million to do it. It’s not practical that the other
Sinhala developments also can be stopped. It’s kind of server side rendering. If we used that it it’s limit the
localization & development.

Prof Dias.

I support for Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya. It’s only a fix. But not a sustainable time solution. When we
consider Windows, Android, Linux like Ubuntu, ios all have Sinhala in their latest versions. The problem is
that our people are not using the newest version always. I accept it. In Facebook also people write in
Sinhala. It’s also readable. By the time this problem will be solved. The main problem that I have is the
absence of proper Sinhala keyboard.

Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana

'Unicode is a technology. Some letters in Iskolapotha are wrong. ‘Nirmala’ font by Microsoft is the best.
Some other fonts which can be downloadable from ICTA site is also good. Now all have good rendering
engines. It’s the need for proper Sinhala keyboard for SMS. It want to be developed.

Q-Mr. Senewiratne

Recently we had a project at Madugalla School for developing their ICT facilities. We complexly failed in
supplying internet facility there. Do we have some method to supply internet for those rural areas?

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

There are National broadband initiative is. Meanwhile Dialog has also started. Minister want to us to give an
action plan to how to get into rural areas & support that. What we have already planned is providing internet
for government organizations by fiber network. Then there are public Wi-Fi hotspots in government
organizations. It’s to be still proven. Some procedures are impractical as going ISP to register for Wi-Fi. In
next 3 years ICTA is planning to connect 4500 government organizations. Minimum broadband speed is
20Mbps, going up to 100Mbps. That is not going to rural areas, limited to divisional secretariats & so on.
There is somewhere that the Google Loon have some role to play. I’m still supporting Nenasala project, and
try to provide rural network through it.

Dr. Shantha
Can I say a word about school projects?

Prof Dias.
Yes. Very very briefly. No time we have.

Dr. Shantha
There was something called ‘School net’. There were 3500 schools were connected. There were web hosting
facilities, email all that. But the issue was that the that time technology was provided. But later the
technologies were not changed, but the world changed. We as university of Moratuwa we have to manage &
give the technology. The ministry have to manage the cost & infrastructure. Ultimately SLT cut the
connection.

Q-Mr. Senewiratne

They are collecting money from children. Why they can’t collect some small money from children for this &
maintain this?

A-Dr. Shantha
The question is the formality, agreements isn’t not there.

Prof Dias.
Mr. Niranjan you have question earlier.

Q- Mr. Niranjan Meegammana

There are 1000 labs setup last year. Really good. ‘Mahindyodaya’. 64000 computers. Some are not used
many reasons. Can we take action for that? This is our money.

Dr. Shantha
I was in the committee who was did the evolutions.

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Our ministry has also involving in that. I fully agree with you. We have started a survey to know what has
happened.

Dr. Shantha
There is the irresponsibility of the stakeholders in schools.

Mr. Asela galappathige
Google Loon is an appropriate topic to be discussed here. The government & all the stakeholders are here.
Let the service providers’ voice be heard. Let the users’ voice be heard. So, don’t stop it. Some are thinking
Google Loon is just a marketing thing

Prof Dias.
We have to have a separate discussion on it by next 2 months, by all stakeholders together. But we have to
make sure that the government is ready.

Mr. Maheeshwara Kirindigoda

IGF is a platform to discuss about the things like that. We make multistakeholdership in here. Just a
explanation.

Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

I agree with Prof Dias. There is a MOU sign. Still TRC or defense people not investigate all& come to
agreement of these things. Definitely this would be a good project for the government, because we can
connect the rural areas to the internet. 10 divisional secretariat areas out of 30 can only be connected with
microwave. It’s very unreliable. In disasters this is very useful too where other infrastructure is damaged. By
2/3 months we are in a better position to answer all the questions where there are more balloons in the sky.
Prof Dias.
Thank you all. This is the end of the today’s this session. This is not a forum that the questions are answered
definitively. Sometimes the questions are more important than the answers.
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Prof. Dias

We won’t have billionth users in Sri Lanka because the population in Sri Lanka isn’t that much.
Approximately 5 million internet users are in Sri Lanka. So how to get next five millionth users in Sri
Lanka? That won’t the users use internet in very peripheral way. It should be the users who have very useful
meaning of internet for their live in their business or personal life or education etc. so, focus on how we
going to get internet, from where it is now today. Mr. Wasantha will talk about the Google loon &
government perspective, etc. I invite Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya, the secretary of the ministry of
telecommunications & digital infrastructure to do his small presentation and we will have a discussion after
that.

Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Thanks Prof. Gihan. Ladies & gentleman, I have some introduction to this. By 2015 it was gone beyond 3.1.
This is how US is planning to get into the next set of million or billion users. They are expecting people are
using Google Glass, Google watch & specially iwatch & so on. But it’s not the case in Sri Lanka. In there,
approximately 25% ICT literacy, computer ownership by household=12% according to the survey carried by
census department, the 2nd half of 2015. And 3.5 subscribers for mobile broadband, for fixed 0.5 million
according to TRC. And internet penetration is 22% according World Bank report published in 2015. In ICT
development index, published by ITU, 2015, shows that Sri Lanka has not been improved. That’s not a thing
to be happy. We are sitting behind the world average of developing countries. Broadband going up, GDP
going up. Then how you are going to increase broadband supply coverage? We have to work on National
broadband policy. 100% broadband coverage, Google loon come & play a role. We haven’t any government
services online for government to business. We have to work on number of following areas as supporting
further Nenasala, Sinhala & Tamil localization programs, more & more government programs for farmers,
fishermen who are the bottom of the pyramid, who are ignored mostly.

Prof. Dias

Thank you Deshapriya. We can have a small time for questions. Questions can be asked in Sinhala, Tamil, or
English.

Q- Mr. Maheeshwara Kirindigoda
How the ordinary people are affected by Google Loon?
A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
It’s not the time for asking it. My opinion is that Google Loon is designed for ultra-rural areas that the
broadband can’t access. Because about 80% of our people have broadband coverage, we have concern
Google Loon for the remaining 20%. I think, the previous Free Wi-Fi like things are wrong. They were
implemented without proper investigation. There is nothing for free. Someone has to bear the fee of the
things. So, still Google Loon is being tested. The d ministry of defense & TRC is still making the

background for Google Loon. So, because the initial activities of Google Loon is not complete it’s too early
to talk about it.

Q-Dr. Kavan ratnathunga
Ok. About government services, what is the government is done for Sri Lankan employees in Middle East to
get government services & other things via Internet? They are contributing to a major part of our economy.

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Currently there is a proposal by the particular ministry to migrant worker management system, something
that had been already implemented in Malaysia & Philippine. But however they need first to come to high
commission or embassy to register. And there after they can access their profiles & all. The system will
support has the support for their local languages. Even they could be used the social media platforms that is
already developed. Right now there’s a proposal in cabinet of ministers to empower migrant workers to be
connected & provide the information without any barriers to their families, ministry, foreign employee
bureau & so on. It has, before a migrant worker leave the country they are trained to use the system. So
within next 2 years it would be implemented.
Prof. Dias
Thanks. We have 1 more question.
Q- Mr. Niranjan Meegammana
Thanks. Somewhere on 2005, we had e-Sri Lanka project. There were Sinhala Unicode, Nenasala & lot of
developments. After 2-3 years, in 2009 the whole thing is halted. Now I think we are talking about it again.
So we have think back what we have done through this project, which was a major boost to take internet &
ICT to rural areas. Certain villages that I have visited has really been impact like Lahugala & all. So we have
to consider to make improve the attempt to get triple or quadruple results. Fishermen have been totally
ignored in this ICT. I did some research. There are other people like small merchants in ‘Pola’.
Prof. Dias
Express your question in short.
Mr. Niranjan Meegammana
Ok. I like to know about how an action plan is there to reach such people.

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
ICTA has submitted projects & 64 projects been approved in this year. And there are considerable money is
being allocated for improving online presence government & online availability of government services. I’m
not sure what will would be in the basket of e-services this year, but what I have seen is we mostly go for the
services that could be easily converted into online services. I highly value Niranjan Meegammana’s attempt
& support. Provided that you have already worked with fishermen & farmers, I’m ready to invite anyone
who have grass level contacts with those kind of people to provide us project proposals to solve the most
burning issues. That’s why we want this forum to be bigger.

Q- Mr. Sri Nimal Padmakumara
I’m having a online radio service for Sri Lankan people who are in abroad. I have questions on the same
issues. I have 2 short questions. One is that when we logon government services are not updated. They say
that they haven’t people for that.

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Good question. As we take a look at past ten years government sector websites are made three or four times
by ICTA. Because of various reasons we are unable to update them. Update in Tamil language is a problem
for the government sector. Because there is a law enforcing the trilingual (Sinhala, English, & Tamil)
translation is a must, don’t update any at all. This year we inform to ICTA that it’s enough making of
websites & what they can to for update them? When we considering important 50 -100 institutes.

Prof. Dias
Thank you all of you. I invite general manager, product development & management of Telecom, Sri Lanka,
Mr. Prabath Dahanayake to give a presentation on service provider’s responsibility in internet connectivity.

Mr. Prabath Dahanayake
Thank you. Topic is connecting the non-connected in rural areas. This isn’t a easy thing. This is a very very
hot topic as concluded in recent world mobile congress because there’s plan to connect one billion customers
during next 3 years, but we all know that today daily five million things are connected to the internet. In Sri
Lanka we have 5 million households. But internet is given to 1 million by us. 80% households are to be
connected. Fixed line saturation in Sri Lanka is good 10 years away. Growth should be driven by acquisition.
There are should be a plan. We have our own access methods that is LTE, Fixed or wireless, FTTX the best
in class, ADSL technologies. But the problem is how to reduce the per width cost or how to increase the
speeds & at the same time how to decrease the latency. Our average speeds are very very good. You can get
more speed in next 6 months in Sri Lanka. To connect rural areas we have to have revolutionary approach.

Prof. Dias
I like to invite Mr. Prasad de Silva, media defined corporation to present digital divide.

Mr. Prasad de Silva
We can’t talk about next billionth users without digital divide. Digital divide is the economic & social
inequity of accessing ICT resources. This graph shows its timeline. These are some factor affecting digital
divide. They are language, culture, income, willingness, infrastructure, & directions. Let’s look about some
stats about digital divide in Sri Lanka. Lack of local language support a major issue. Infrastructure issues in
rural areas- access to Wii or signal availability. Some places have no electrical power. Then educational
issues- Lack of knowledge/ comprehension ability in English language. Gender restrictions-still women/girls
in some places not allowed to access computers. Skill migration-skilled people are migrating from rural
areas. Then lack of coordinated effort on implementation projects. & then the political issues.

Initiatives from Sri Lanka. They started Nenasala project. The successful project. Other one is e- Sri Lanka
program. Current IT literacy rate 43%. They are trying to increase it upto 75%. One of the other Initiative is
Batuwangala, a remote e-village.

Some of the examples of addressing digital divide by other countries. South Africa they put digital library.
They initiate one laptop for a child. Gate foundation provide computers to libraries. In Kenya Carnegie
foundation provide help to libraries.

What smart phones can do for brake digital divide? Booking, maps, apps, checking emails, Skype, Viber can
be helped in this way. Is this indicate people who are using smart phones also have well it literacy? Last
challenge is to address these issues, how we provide equipment? Purchasing power of common man. Local
content. Get grant from local businessman.

Prof Dias.
My topic is language. When people are unable to use internet, one reason may be you are physically
handicapped, you may be having economic problems. If you go to internet today almost all the information
useful s still we find in English. Before 15 years ago all are in English in computers. From about year 2010
we get the infrastructure ready for Sinhala, Tamil languages to use in computers. Today all the computers,
iPhone, androids are running in Sinhala & Tamil. Still person who only knows Sinhala or Tamil in internet
what can we do? Sinhala content in this country is better than Tamil content (likely zero), but not good. We
have to come with strategy, both government & private sector. Parliament have very good trilingual website.
1 or 2 commercial banks have good Sinhala & Tamil websites. We are the only country in the world where
we haven’t our websites in our own language.

Q- Mr. Dihan Morawaka
Because of the higher tax by previous government for importing used computers there is a huge brake down
in Sri Lankan IT field. People loss them. There are or were not such e-garbage as the all parts of
motherboards, computers are recycled. So please allow for importing them. It’s very good for school
children.

Prof. Dias (president of ISOC Sri Lanka)

It’s true. But e-garbage is also an issue. We haven’t any proper recycle mechanism. So the two sides must be
considered.

Mr. Dihan Morawaka
Excuse me sir. I totally oppose the saying of e-garbage. It’s or was not arisen.

Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana
The new computers importing is better than dumping old computers in here. But we have a problem of
prices. Raspberry pie is a good solution for our children. The phones are about 21 millions. When dumping
them there is a no proper policy for that. Otherwise cadmium may get by us. So making proper solution for
this is a must.

Q- Mr. Sri Nimal Padmakumara
Project Loon (India also had this issue) is an interruption for other ISPs in here. So, what are the providers
that are allowed to use Google Loon? How to manage the threat of Google Loon for National defense?

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

Project Rama company’s 10% of shares will be provided for Sri Lankan ISPs in here. So all ISPs are
addressed by ICTA. But still we haven’t choose an ISP.

The defense issue, we had several meetings about it with all stakeholders of government defense. We have
our deep consideration for this. We have discussed even how to inspect these equipment one by one. TRC
want to be approved all equipment. Another meeting will be held.

Q- A Software engineer

Government services are very low online in Sri Lanka. If Sri Lankan software engineers are get-together to
develop it how they can participate on it?

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

The ordinary process is we choose some government services for a year to bring online. It’s undergo by
procurement process. In voluntary services, the sustainability of these projects are lost in most of the times.
Because we can’t sign an SLA with volunteer groups. So we prefer to sign SLAs with companies.

Prof Dias.
We are going to next speaker Manique Gunaratne who are going to talk about difficulties faced by persons
with diverse disabilities when browsing the internet.

Ms. Manique Gunaratne (senior trainer, EFC ICT training center for the visually impaired.)
For vision impaired people graphical contents are inaccessible. Solution that I suggest is standards of
describing the picture /graphics in the ALT text of the HTML mark-up. Secondly flash contents are
inaccessible with most screen readers. Solution is mark-up them with either text format or audio format. Also
converting & applications, online editing programs are also inaccessible. So provide different page for screen
readers for accessing them. And Ads in internet is make screen reader based browsing difficult. We aren’t
tell that stop all Ads. But reduce them.
When the ads are popping up sometimes the screen readers are stop responding. Sometimes online content
hosting websites & plugins make it difficult for screen readers.
So provide separate basic HTML pages for visually impaired people. Also auto playing videos are also
annoying them. So, please minimize the auto playing. Some layouts are also bad for screen readers. So, avoid
those types of layouts. Frequent refreshing of the webpages affects screen reading badly. So, make the
refreshing intervals at least 15 minutes.
Use Unicode fonts for Sinhala (Iskolapotha font) & Tamil (Latha font). Spin buttons are inaccessible in
sometimes. Try to use basic buttons. Certain color combinations make it difficult to read. Please increase the
font size and provide background color selection tool bar. Bad coding practices are bad for screen readers.
It’s not possible to make everything accessible, but you can make most of the things.

Provide incentives for web designers who are making accessible websites, for motivating them. In websites
where frames are used titles should be provides along them. Provide a sitemap for easy navigation.
Availability of skip navigation keys important. Allow access keys.

What are the problems faced by hearing impaired persons? Specially sign language interpretation. They
should be placed on the side of the websites.

Prof Dias.
Next I would like to invite Lt. Uditha Pushpakumara use of internet by armed forces for development
activities.

Lt. Uditha Pushpakumara

Internet society Sri Lanka chapter helped & initiate IT activities in Sri Lanka national guards. We have now
ICT literacy. & we are further developing them. ‘Sewa Wanitha’ unit of Sri Lanka army is doing the
developing by the guidance of Mrs. Thelma Perera, president of the unit. Give your support for the soldiers
& then they will be the maximum.

Prof Dias.

Next I would like to invite to invite Ms. Sagarika Wickramasekara, secretary of ISOC Sri Lanka chapter to
give a presentation on ‘beyond the reach’ project.
Ms. Sagarika Wickramasekara

How to cater minorities who are using internet? The minorities are vision impaired people, etc. our vision is
new vision to vision impaired. Our mission is to life make easy for visually handicap people to allow them
use internet with proficiency. Target audience is island wide vision impaired people. Intended outcomes of
the project are introduce training within their regions with the Model Mobile lab, introduce internet access
through public KIOSKs within public offices, increase the number of websites that support visually
impaired, increase the text book for their studies in web for vision impaired people, and increase the content
for their studies in web for vision impaired people.

How do we reach? Stage 15 trainers will be trained & 60 people will be target to train at starting step.
Secondly, using Vidatha centers & divisional secretariat 150 people will be targeted. After the each training
module evaluation will be included & training will be improved based on feedback.

Prof Dias.

Ask questions about this sub them, people with disabilities.

Q-Dr. Kavan Ratnathunga

If there is a software that can be run to make sure that the websites are ok for disabled people?

A- Ms. Manique Gunaratne
The screen reader the only software.

Dr. Shantha
Not only the websites, totally access. May the screen reader help that much. Different we portals & software
need different types of customizations plus it’ll also need certain other equipment. We develop some
solutions but there were no people to fund us to continue them. Still there are challenges.
A-Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana

Content management systems as Joomla, Wordpress they have some accessibilities.
A-Prof Dias.
Best way is to use content management system & enable their accessibility module.
Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

We also made it mandatory for all web developers to comply with accessibility. W3C certification is want to
display. We have to continue this.

A-Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana

Drupal is better.

Ms. Sagarika Wickramasekara
In ‘beyond the reach’ project we are planning to develop a similar type of software.

Prof Dias.

Handover to Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana that he want to say something.

Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana (University of Colombo School of Computing)

Regarding translations, what we have to come up with proper translators. We have done transliterators.
Government should sponsor for them. Then the translators will automatically translate the websites whether
it’s in English or Tamil or Sinhala.

Prof Dias.

I would like to support Harsha.

Q-Dr. Kavan Ratnathunga
What Sri Lanka is doing to support Google like translation companies to doing their job better?

A-Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana
Actually it’s very different. Google translation is not good. I also doing some translations, but it’s not funded
by anyone. We have to have more funds to get more people for R&D teams. It should be a national project,
the translations. We did some help for Google trnasliterators. Same tools can be used for translators.

Prof Dias.

We like to inform that university of Moratuwa also started translations. I suggest Harsha for working
together with us.

Q-Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Some say that by 2020 the web pages will automatically translate for preferred languages. What’s the truth of
this?

Prof Dias.

It’s very optimistic. I recently translated Japanese and Chinese websites to English by Google translate. Its
50%-60% accurate. These are major languages. So, the Google translate is not up to the standard. For Sinhala
& Tamil it’s useless. Google translate doesn’t say that it can’t translate, just give nonsense. Any other
questions?

Q- Mr. Sri Nimal Padmakumara
In some Middle East & other foreign countries Iskolapotha font isn’t downloaded for them. So some
mechanism used by ‘Basha’ software company to auto download & install the font for government websites
want to be used. Why are you not using it?

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

We talked about it. The whole government sector we want 10 million to do it. It’s not practical that the other
Sinhala developments also can be stopped. It’s kind of server side rendering. If we used that it it’s limit the
localization & development.

Prof Dias.

I support for Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya. It’s only a fix. But not a sustainable time solution. When we
consider Windows, Android, Linux like Ubuntu, ios all have Sinhala in their latest versions. The problem is
that our people are not using the newest version always. I accept it. In Facebook also people write in
Sinhala. It’s also readable. By the time this problem will be solved. The main problem that I have is the
absence of proper Sinhala keyboard.

Mr. Harsha Wijayawardhana

'Unicode is a technology. Some letters in Iskolapotha are wrong. ‘Nirmala’ font by Microsoft is the best.
Some other fonts which can be downloadable from ICTA site is also good. Now all have good rendering
engines. It’s the need for proper Sinhala keyboard for SMS. It want to be developed.

Q-Mr. Senewiratne

Recently we had a project at Madugalla School for developing their ICT facilities. We complexly failed in
supplying internet facility there. Do we have some method to supply internet for those rural areas?

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

There are National broadband initiative is. Meanwhile Dialog has also started. Minister want to us to give an
action plan to how to get into rural areas & support that. What we have already planned is providing internet
for government organizations by fiber network. Then there are public Wi-Fi hotspots in government
organizations. It’s to be still proven. Some procedures are impractical as going ISP to register for Wi-Fi. In
next 3 years ICTA is planning to connect 4500 government organizations. Minimum broadband speed is
20Mbps, going up to 100Mbps. That is not going to rural areas, limited to divisional secretariats & so on.
There is somewhere that the Google Loon have some role to play. I’m still supporting Nenasala project, and
try to provide rural network through it.

Dr. Shantha
Can I say a word about school projects?

Prof Dias.
Yes. Very very briefly. No time we have.

Dr. Shantha
There was something called ‘School net’. There were 3500 schools were connected. There were web hosting
facilities, email all that. But the issue was that the that time technology was provided. But later the
technologies were not changed, but the world changed. We as university of Moratuwa we have to manage &
give the technology. The ministry have to manage the cost & infrastructure. Ultimately SLT cut the
connection.

Q-Mr. Senewiratne

They are collecting money from children. Why they can’t collect some small money from children for this &
maintain this?

A-Dr. Shantha
The question is the formality, agreements isn’t not there.

Prof Dias.
Mr. Niranjan you have question earlier.

Q- Mr. Niranjan Meegammana
There are 1000 labs setup last year. Really good. ‘Mahindyodaya’. 64000 computers. Some are not used
many reasons. Can we take action for that? This is our money.

Dr. Shantha
I was in the committee who was did the evolutions.

A- Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya
Our ministry has also involving in that. I fully agree with you. We have started a survey to know what has
happened.

Dr. Shantha
There is the irresponsibility of the stakeholders in schools.

Mr. Asela galappathige
Google Loon is an appropriate topic to be discussed here. The government & all the stakeholders are here.
Let the service providers’ voice be heard. Let the users’ voice be heard. So, don’t stop it. Some are thinking
Google Loon is just a marketing thing

Prof Dias.

We have to have a separate discussion on it by next 2 months, by all stakeholders together. But we have to
make sure that the government is ready.

Mr. Maheeshwara Kirindigoda

IGF is a platform to discuss about the things like that. We make multistakeholdership in here. Just a
explanation.

Mr. Wasantha Deshapriya

I agree with Prof Dias. There is a MOU sign. Still TRC or defense people not investigate all& come to
agreement of these things. Definitely this would be a good project for the government, because we can
connect the rural areas to the internet. 10 divisional secretariat areas out of 30 can only be connected with
microwave. It’s very unreliable. In disasters this is very useful too where other infrastructure is damaged. By
2/3 months we are in a better position to answer all the questions where there are more balloons in the sky.
Prof Dias.
Thank you all. This is the end of the today’s this session. This is not a forum that the questions are answered
definitively. Sometimes the questions are more important than the answers.

Topic: Safer Internet 2nd Session (1 PM – 2.45 pm)
Transcript: Done by Prasad

Harsha: Thx. Good after noon. We are going to have safer Internet topic. I will give general intro. Fe w years back I
felt great need to discuss this topic. Last few years greater incident of FB issues happened.. At a one point it
became a political issue thought FB would ban in SL. Basic thing should be people awareness. Cultural issues..
Ladies.. Exploit thing…. What we felt was we should discuss these matters think culture should be protected…
Major thing is awareness so our children would be aware these issues. I remember talking about content
management. You have to be careful of content management … filtering … these are sensitive issues…. Safer
internet is timely issue…… based on SL culture as an ISOC previous president I met few delegates from other
SAARC countries. They think it is very important…. When we tell FB about issues, FB refuses address those issues
due to no translators. There should be common understanding between countries to address issue.
I invite Poornima to make a presentation of respect girl…. 5 min to everybody and more time to audience….
Porrnima: ok 1st  off all I would like to thank ISOC and IGF. I like to ask a question.. Have someone get harassed
online. I have … friend of mine harassed me.. I got proper advice and able to get thru it.. That’s why I started this
project call respect girls.. We all think boys are the one who are doing harassments.. But girls also in the same field.
Girl harass girl. When you place these situation social withdrawal, Self- harm could happen.. There are lows to get
action.. Through this project we would like to provide solution… prevent the problem before it happen.. Create
awareness. Respect girl funded by ISOC community grant.

We produce short films to create empathy, graphic and share in social media. Also we created privacy hand book
and there is mobile app to check to see cyber goodness. For the future problem growth with internet Youth are
the most vulnerable group. Future we expand our network for girls to live without fear.

Audience: I have question. Cyber goodness ranking. How it works?
P: This is a Multiple Q app. We ask Q thru app. According to the answers it will check cyber goodness. It is online
now
Harsha : do u think people truly provide tell you what they have done.
Poornima: we don’t get info through app. answers not recorded. So people can provide answers and check their
cyber goodness through this app.
Poornima: Any more questions?
Can we have Dr. Menaka Ran present about online privacy? Thank you Poornima

Dr Menaka: Thanks Harsha. Good after. I was given the topic online privacy. When it time to privacy it is a
controversial issue. When we doing anything on the web, when we are online we leave our digital foot print.. All
our activities are monitored. There is Passive and active digital foot print. Passive IP address, when and where we
login.. Active one we deliberate put info in social media.. we have to carefully monitor what we do. Privacy come
with responsibility. Cultural background to protect, openness, maintain privacy in a responsible manner eg: if
you upload a photograph in FB you can decide how it want to display where it is going to be publically appear or
some restriction. We have to be aware how we have being monitored we can protect ourselves. Download
Mozilla add on called “Collusions” how 3rd
  party can track online activities.. Free app and graph shows that 3rd

party tracking are being done. Apart from that I think we need to have good policy to maintain privacy. If someone
if doing un-lawful thing government could issue court order … in that respect we need to have good active policy
which is updated. Again in terms on privacy Google apps and cloud based servers.. Cased of snowdown and skype
… NSA is acquiring decryption.
These servers are under US law and wonder how our information is penetrated and how vulnerable they are. As a
country we have to think about all these things and our policy should be dynamic. Look for plagiarism, create
common licenses to protect intellectual rights…it is your own intellectual knowledge that is been invaded. Privacy
have to look at like openness, how we can safeguard our things because malware, cookies are in operation. Selling
of our data become economical factor in market as 3rd
  party can use … we have to think of privacy in a positive
constructive way we can improve on it.. Thank you. Any questions please
Telma: in case somebody has disturb our privacy on internet when complain in to the police will the
police accept our complain without having facts to show.
Police: Regarding to privacy. I think our pinal court removed the deformation chapter. It is a civil
mater. You can make the complain the police station.. You can file a private case.

Harsha: any other Q please. I know there are more questions
Prasad: How we can make sure installing Google Apps will not affect our privacy. Most of them have the terms that
shows they need to access contacts, camera, images etc..
Dr: Menaka: When I going through Internet I came across a good quote. If the product is free the product is you.
Having a free app you are giving your data to some party for as their income. At the same thing we are bound to
do these. Another thing is we never read about agreement. They change the agreement. Those things we have to
think .. Another good initiative is why dot we develop our own cultural things. Our own products .in case we are
not giving our data to other countries. At the moment no correct initiavive or organization to monitor
development of mobile app.
Harsha: I think SL cert has something to say
SL Cert: Question for you... By considering the SL youth do you think privacy is a issue for them? Privacy is a issue
for older generation. The content they are putting what is in your mind, keep on changing

Dr Menaka: I think it is an issue.. It is like a digital tattoo where it is either going to be bad or good. Sometimes they
may be doing things at this moment due to age, without having that much of knowledge, what the consequences
are going to be. With that I think privacy is an issue.. with photo graphs how many incidents happen. How many
suicide cases…
Harsha: If you compare with west.. privacy is taken very highly. Are the SL youth would they consider as an issues
as westerners.
SL Cert: Because of unawareness they put whole lot of content in FB, Twitter places. End of the day affected party
will be them. That is true.
Dr Me: We need to have a proper way without barring them using proper technology. They have to use this
technologies for empower with the world. To make them aware of how the things can happen and how we can
monitor and safeguard them self
Harsha: I know TRC have some comments. You have been working for this for a long time
TRC: I think people like young people may be the culture does not allow us to express ourselves. So they go online
and they express themselves. They don’t know about the limits. In normal circumstances they will not be able to
do it.. That awareness should come from grade one so children should know what you can do or can do online.
Harsha: I would like to add my experiences as well doing this for since 1998 .. I am doing forensic in SL. For the last
few years once a week I get a case. There are very unfortunate.. Some time there may be pictures.. One girl told
me because parents did not like they have to break up so boy is now harassing her thru internet. There are
pictures.. I ask how did he get the pictures.. Then she said I gave the pictures.. so I said daughter there is an issue
don’t do it here after. She is only 19 years of age. There is another case I tell you.. There some pictures.. I got a call
while I am having a shower.. This person is adult. You should be aware how to use the phone..
Harsha: Now I have to do the presentation. I will just talk about digital forensic. We were called earlier Institute of
computer technology. Prof Samaranayake is the one who founded this. That time few places 1996 -97-98 there are
few places to go ..we are also learning. Some of the earlier things as we done for digital forensic is extraction of
data. Data when you store some data in HD how to get the data out. Another one is tracking the people in the
internet. Those days lots of people did not realize that they can be tracked in internet. I remember one of the case
is Mangala samaraweera’s CC issue. Credit card given by SL telecom I believed. That was used by someone else to
browse the internet. It found that CC numbers were published on the paper. They did not know how to track it..
There were few others.. Then we slowly get in to digital forensic. UCSC is one of the major entity who carrying out
Digital forensic today. We have to develop some of the things locally. Subsequently police has the capability with
CID, SL Cert , UOM, Tech cert all of them are now in the digital forensic area. Some of the cases are confidential.
We have the technology. We need to have the guide line. Police is now working with UN to develop guideline
how to collect the data, how to keep and how to present in court of law. These are ate issues I want to talk
about. Thanks you.
Dushmantha: New Android mass milo we can filter permission and can remove them. Agreements are very lengthy
to read and it is hard to read.
Gowri: I just give my thoughts. Agreements are too long. If you take Microsoft their agreements also too long.
There is no option. When you choose App I think you can choose where you can get less no of ticks what are the
information they want.. Otherwise you can select not to provide information. I think that is a practical solution.

SL Cert: When it comes to privacy when we get free products we have to read terms and conditions… If we go to
super market they ask for mobile no… for a raffle, same super market can use that to send sms. Before we talk
about global things we have to make sure how we can solve the local issues. We need Info Security policy.
Dr Carvan: Following up on that. That is a bit of information my email address and contact no not to be used as
people can market them …In the US there is something call do not call list. If you register then people can sue if
they got a call or sms. Is there something like that in Sri Lanka or should we develop something in Sri Lanka?
Harsha: Before that can I ask one Question if you don’t mind. I think you were in states long time. I SL we don’t
want privacy and we are more open than American. American from child hood know what is confidential what is
private. In ours we don’t tell our children what is privacy is? Can you comment on that?

Dr. Carvan: I think it is with number of years. Important in privacy is thought in school …awareness program need
to be improve. Where to go. There is a CID place. Public how many are aware there is a place to complain.
Harsha: I think this comes with the cultural we are much more of an open and we are in extended family. We have
to tell our children what to said to outsiders.
Gowri: I think earlier one not telephones ….we don’t have a law but we want to have a some kind of framework.
We have certain set of rules for unsolicited messages. There is also a provision for unsubscribe from unwanted
emails if you don t want.
Asela: We get lots of unwanted emails from tele marketers.. Is there any policy controlling that?
Gowri: No we don’t have a policy. Operators provide some software to block messages. Email providers like yahoo,
Gmail also have that facility.
Audience: When it comes to emails any one can send emails. When I sign up with a mobile service provider I gave
limited no of information. There are cases we get messages from businesses that we did not sign up ever. Recently
I was on dialog network and I got an email from soft logic. I never sign up with soft logic. Can’t happen this kind of
incident without a support of the provider. Is there any policy from government to enforce Telcos not to user
customer base information to 3rd
  party marketing companies?
Gowri: We don’t have data protect ion low. ICTA is working on it. Future we will get a data protection law so that
your data will be protected.
Audience: if something happens what are the laws we have what are the actions we can take?
Police: You can explain to any police station base on the nature and the value of the matter, I have to explain what
is nature what is value. Nature means if there is any complain regarding ex: pornography, harassment of ladies you
can go to the women and child beauro . You can come to Nugegoda GO. Minor complain you can make the
complain at any police station. If there is any value involve in that 1 Rupees to 5 lacks you can make complain in
local police station. 5 to 5m you have to go to DCDP (District unit) above 5m you have to come to CID. And also
online complain mechanism.. www.police.lk, tell IGP any complain.. There is link called Cybercrime. Monitored by
police IT dev. If there any legal procedures we send this to local police stations. If you make a complain online you
will receive a token. Problem is finding the accuse . We have several discussion with TRC also. I will show during my
presentation.

Sachini: Good afternoon. I am Sachini. Today I am going to talk about Hithavathi. I would say why I select thee
feminine name when we have problems we tend to tell it to a lady. That’s why Hitawathi called as she. She is a
helper, supporter, guide.. she care internet users, young girls and ladies and teenagers and minors. You can get
info and knowledge thru hitawathi, We do care about the ladies. She assists recognizing incident related to cyber
harassments, prevent such incidents, guidance. During the past 18 months she got several complains. In gender
wise most of them are ladies respondents. Then I had this graph. What kind of harassment are there. Lots of them
are FB. People got unwanted calls. You can visit her at www.hithawathi.lk
You can see web sites articles. Newspaper articles and videos.. Most of them are in Sinhala. You can get contact
thru email and telephone … There are links that you can contact police. She is looking for more awareness. Web
presence support i/we need volunteer for language/ we are planning to have chat facility… We have done training
project at St Joshop collage and Giriulla College. Thanks to Isoc – lk CERTS , SL police , lk domain registry and
newspapers / web sites
Harsha: Any Question please for Sachini?
Sagarika: From OUSL we got help from lectures.. 5/6 lectures willing to help ladies
Audience: what is the Sustainability of such program…
Sagarika: We called and email them. We don’t help from out siders…This is inter university connected project. This
is totally voluntarily project… We were trying to get help from Child protection beauro..
Sachini: one of the problem is we don’t have a dedicated phone line…
Audience: parents and teachers should educate children not to share their contact numbers.. I wonder whether
any newspaper articles to raise general awareness

Menaka: Even male come and tell about those problems.. School children sound mind sound body program…
that’s a good initiatives..
Harsha: Tomorrow is safe internet day…there are 100 countries doing program
Audience: What is the legal authority and validly of collecting information in Hitawathi program
Harsha: I think Gowri is the best person to answer because she is a legal person
Gowri: think they get data …if they do it voluntarily someone can take legal actions
H: Let me introduce ASP Damayantha who is head of IT division Sri Lanka police.
ASP : First I would thank you all. Sri Nimal told me he has several Questions to ask. Internet is a road. No road
rules, No license nothing. There is a knife. Same knife you can use in society. It is the internet. I will tell two
stories. I use this forum to educate you..How you can prevent from internet harassment. 1st  story FB sites called
over 40 web sites sexual “ Coloba badu” if somebody take your photo and indicate I am over 40 …I would like to
sex with anybody ..I am not charging much..etc..
There more than 100 of calls coming to this telephone no to this phone no. How this person take your photo. From
your FB site. Using a legal photo they make a nude photo using Photoshop and publish.
Preservation is not enough to safeguard data.. Are there any questions?
Audience : issue of using internet in Internet café..Using NIC as a recording media… are there any policies?
ASP: There are such rules we have to make rules.
Harsha: all the internet cafes told to record the data…. Now it is very relaxed. Two problems. One is limited no of
ip addresses less ports… 2 issue ip addresses are changing. Gmail / all the public mail that we use right now we
don’t know the address they originate from. If you use whats up …there cases we sold using some other
methods…IPV6 is a must now.
ASP: Normally we use Trp. You know sextortion. Boys asked to girls to come and have sex. There is a case in
Wellawatha. He came to the lodge with only 100 rupees. To come sleep with a nice lady..
Tech Cert: Evidence preservation. Before it comes to us they make precautions by consulting other parties without
following proper digital forensics. That is one of the issue
SL Cert: some time people don’t know where to go and complain. ISOC and IGF to come with a plan to reveal some
information in case of an emergency. Google yahoo Hotmail they never publish the ip address. Always they show
only server ip address. They said it is private info… If I am giving you a call you can see my number…we can stop
lots of harassing if operators can provide IP address…
H: There are tools that you can track the email… that is totally a new business. We will go to next presenter.
Subodha can you please if you don’t mind on Cyber Security
Subodha: very good afternoon. I represent IEEE SL. I would like to talk about internet of things.. It is the devices we
connected to internet. We connect Laptops, mobile phones, pc… IOT means any devices connect to internet
starting baby monitors, Thermo stats…you car, office premises sensor network, if you take statistics there are
about 6.4 billion devices connected in the world. Everyday 5 mi new devices are added… why so much demand.. if
you driving in your vehicle you can check the traffic. Before you get home your Thermo stat will detect you are 2
km away from your home and adjust the temperature. Adjust the AC in your place… if it is an industry Sensor
network will alarm of the network failing. So it is multibillion dollar saving. When we are connecting everything to
to the internet it has its own risks and limitations…almost all the devices there is a potential to be hacked. It can
range from your thermo stat to Nuclear power plant. There are two mail reasons why IOT is vulnerable to risks.
Infrastructure is outdated. Why are we talking about risk of IOT. It can be our digital foot print. Hackers are after
your data… If hacker can login to your vehicle he can control your vehicle… Nisan leaf is a good example.. From
Australia person control a vehicle in Northern Europe. Since IOT is an upcoming technology at the moment we are
spending 1% of our budget dedicated for IOT. In 2020 20% from security budget will allocate for IOT. People have
to seal with diff encryption methods… Diff standard should developed… 5 years’ time will be in a better place.. but
it is going to be a bumpy ride.. Thank you

Harsha: are there any questions. Next presenter..
Telma Perera: Thanks.. My topic is child abuse. It is important to know internet become vital part.. Most schools
encourage to use internet. Other than learning internet use for interaction, social networks… parents should be
aware of adverse effect on internet.. Online bulling, scams, should be avoid. URL booking IP blocking should be
done.. we have to empower children / parents how to use technology …can guide them by close monitoring
methods… educate children. Upload download with parents premises.. Internet changes rapidly.. Thanks
Audience: Can we introduce Security / online privacy as to school IT curriculum?
SL Cert: We have develop some curriculums but yet to be approved…. Might take long time to approve..
We have gone to teacher training colleagues, putting posters and provide contact methods if there any issues
Audience: Kids use to watch pornography sites by downloading or keep adult photos in mobile phones.. Arrest
people for those keeping photos is there a crime? Can we keep photos that we are not part of…
ASP: keep the photos is an offence.. How you use it or what you do with the photo… when someone come to do a
complain to a police both parties shake.
Audience: How you specify nude photo.. can we keep those for educational purpose…
ASP: We have a incident they post a photo of a teacher… there is another boy who create a FB account and try to
have a sex talk with his own mother.. We have provisions for law. There are traditional methods we can use a trace
a person
Harsha: provision for one Question
Audience: There is a person who connect his pen to a laptop there are unwanted popups came. He want me to
check that… He said he did not do it… there are kids who are more IT literate.. They know how to clear sites,.
There are no proper guidance program for parents, teachers
Tech Cert: We have to inform parents there is internet beyond FB.
Audience: Some IT centers closed because of improper use.
SL Cert: Regarding the kids been online all ISP s have content filtering option. They can block Adult and
pornographic sites.. For Educational purpose they have to go to reliable sources.
Tech Cert: Gossip site put unwanted stuff. When we contact they said it is Gossip site.. Do you have any policies for
that?
Gowri: We need to have some control.. Specially smart phones.. Kids know how to use and they know how to lock
it.. Parents give best phone in the country to their children. First parents need to be aware.. They have the control
over their kids… If they don’t know they should get the special assistance.. We propose to give filtered data
package.. We are going to do television campaign for parents..
Harsha: one Question
Audience: Parents know how to filter. They don’t want to block it because they want to go
Gowri: Parental control should be imposed.
Audience: Once parents visited they keep the URL as history.. So kids can access. To the police Department. Can
you expose some success stories to public?
Tech Cert: We created some videos about the cases and we published. People are sharing it in you tube
Harsha: I think we will now wrap up.
ASP: anything is not a false if someone report it. You can keep wife’s nude photo. But if she complain about misuse
of it then it is going to be an offence.
Moderator: Please have 15 min back and come back soon.

Topic:Freedom of Expression 3rd Session (3.00 PM – 4.30
PM)
Transcript: Done by ………………..
ThilinaPathirana: Thank you Alagan and good evening, hope you all had a good refreshment. First of all we are
having a participant, actually a representor from Nepal. He is an activists from Nepal and he will be joining us
through WebEx. First we will hear him and then I will talk about the session. He will be doing this presentation on
Right and Principles of Internet.
Shreedeep Rayamajhi: First thank you to all the organizers, I would like to congratulate you on this milestone
event. My topic is Freedom of Expression and our Internet right and principles. It’s all about a group that is working
towards creating a standard charter and the group has developed a standard charter.
Firstly we will talk about Freedom of expression, what is it, basically when you talk about freedom of expression
there is a universal definition but there is a lot of gap in between people and stakeholders about how they
interpreted and understand freedom of expression. Then there is lot of controversy in understanding what it is and
how it should be done or even with its interpretation. So will first look at the definition, the definition does like
this, Right to express one’s idea and opinion freely through speech, writing and other means of communication but
without deliberately causing harm to others character and all relocation by false or misleading statements. I think
there is a process with freedom of expression that goes like, firstly it is the means of expression, secondly by the
responsibility, thirdly the results. Now will look in to the human rights and principles. Human rights and principles
are though standard or values of definitions forwarded by organizations like UN it is basically something like an
equal value to everyone for example a man can have same human rights values as citizens of Sri Lanka or Nepal or
any other country without any discrimination. Now we will talk about the group the internet rights and principles
dynamic group is an international and open network of individual organization which has been recognized by the
internet governance forum and from 2008 we have been working in creating a standardized charter, the charter
was compiled and edited by Marianne Franklin and Robert Bodie and Dixie Hawtin.
Now will get in to the purpose of the charter. The purpose of the charter is basically to standardize law, to go for
digital equality, better coordination and cooperation, dynamics of internet, growth & development and
Sustainability. If we look at the practice of internet technology and internet is changing and with that change we
need standard definition to promote core values. So this charter is all about giving people that voice, that core
values so that they can, you know look beyond the changes because right now if you look at different regions, that
in Sri Lanka Freedom of Expression is interpreted in a different way but when look at Nepal then it is interpreted in
a different way, understand the meaning is same but its interpreted in different ways as it is effected by various
factors. With the group we have 10 rights and principles, the principles are universality and equality, rights and
social justice, Accessibility, expression and association, privacy and data protection, life, liberty and security,
diversity, network equality, standards and regulations and governance. The charter currently has been translated
in 25 languages, if we look at countries then mostly it is translated by the other regions. Look at the Asia pacific
region the we don’t have so much of involvement. So my question and concern is why is Asia lacking behind, Asia is
lacking behind because of lack of co-operation, lack of understandability, lack of ownership issues, lack of
leadership, lack of representation, lack of communication, lack of resources and I think we are lacking behind
because we are not looking up, we are not sending out people outside, events like this the regional IGF and all
these forums are for us to talk more about issues like Freedom of Expression, human rights and other issues other
issues and they help us to create new voices. Because when we talk up about IGF then there is a platform when we
have to go and speak up our voices and due to lack of these kind of events we don’t have voices from Asia. There
are standard definitions back when it comes down to practice, India cannot represent Asia, Sri Lanka cannot
represent Asia, Nepal cannot represent Asia, we all combined with our voices so a charter like this, we need to
standardization, we need co-operation, we need understanding, we need leadership and we need representation
from Asia because Asia is the next moving thing in world. Asian economy, Asian leadership Asian group we all are
growing we need to have voice and we have to step up on our own issues in terms of whether we talk about
Freedom of Expression and rights, that is my concern and solution it self is participation in internet development
process because you know ultimately we have to talk about these issues and we have to participate unless and
until we given out our issues to forums like IGF and Internet development process they are not going to see it.
Second process is formability issues and problems in IGF process. Third one is initiating events like IGF, forth is
creating local groups and promoting multi-stackhoderism, this is more important in our economy because we have
more cultural and other things involved. We speak various languages, various dislikes so we need multi stake
holders more we need these kind of grooming sessions where we come to getter and we bring in the issues and it

helps in creating better channels developing capacities, working towards standardization, policies promoting open
standards and policies and I think that’s our Voice Thank You.
Thiina: Thank you shreedeep, are there any questions for him.
Mahee: First of all I thank shree, just gave him an invitation when I went for the IGF and he volunteered and he is
been us with the total IGF process of organizing and I thank him first, Shree I would like to ask how Sri Lanka can
join with the IRP chapter. Shree: basically it’s a standard charter and any group can come up and you guys can
form a group and translate it. It basically open charter and as I mentioned it has been translated by 25 countries,
what it does is it helps to standardize with the laws because once you have the standard charter with internet
rights and principles related to individual people then it is directly related with the UN charter so when you
translate each charters, these help you to create better policies and it further helps us to create a standardized
environment where we can discuss and solve the bigger problems. Mahee: Thank you Shree. TP: Thank you Shree,
then we are having a small session from Dr. Anton. Anton: Thank you very much for the internet society sri lanka,
special thanks for sagarika for giving me a chance to think about internet systematically. So I’m really not a
specialist on internet just struggling to browse still not sure, Anyway I as a student of Antopology and a specialist in
Antropology would like to share my views on responsibility of journalist in the internet age. My presentation may
not be restricted in to the topic anyway I have 4 points very simple anyone can understand our established media
in Sri Lanka, they are really elitist right and it has established hejamani , you know the power in the society. So the
social media has given, when I may presenting as a integrate I include social media, blogs, gossip site as well. So
Social media really go against that hejamani that I mentioned earlier. This elitist approach, they have power to
sensor things, they have kind of power, their own politics, their own culture, law etc. This social media really allows
people to go against them, so who ever involved in social media and blogs and all, they have the power to go
against the existing hejamani of any society specially in Sri Lanka I know media institutions has its own politics, its
own culture, so social media allows people to go against that culture. Second point is in Sri Lankan context, or even
in any context state president, prime ministers, parliamentarians all these are abstract concepts. Difficult to you
know in a normal environment it would be very difficult to meet president, difficult to say anything convincing
manner for the state. But you know social media and blogs and internet has given chance for people to share their
views in a manner that would shake the state, shake the way the president think, the prime minister think and all.
So this very interesting aspect since social media and internet has given theses abstract concepts very closer to the
people. So in that sense journalist and you know anyone who use have the capacity to convey the, you know
communicate in a convincing manner. Though my topic was, the other aspects, traditional societies like Sri Lanka
in south Asia, any traditional society we are fond of gossips right? May be perhaps that can be the conventional
way of communicating, conventional way of transferring In to from one person to another or one group to
another. So in that sense gossip websites Facebook and various other blogs have help people a lot to share
information, may be more relevant, personally I don’t go for this standard websites I always search news from the
gossip websites, so I really compare. The other thing is social media, lot of people involved in social media gives,
can convert any user as a journalist in a border sense. In that sense you know journalist have no rule in the border
internet usage, for an example we had federation of university teachers associations 3 months long protest during
that none of this established medias supported directly because of the hejamani of the state and all. However
FUTA had citizens channeled through YouTube. Through that they were able to communicate messages to the
society. So that is very good aspect of internet and all and also the role of journalist. The other thing is that you
know in when you are talking about journalists of course we are moving from towards civilized and disciplined
society, in the society people should take more responsibility and be more ethical. So journalist should be genuine
and they may be presenting relevant more acceptable more reliable information for people to discuss. So these
are the few points I had in my mind and thank you very much.
T.P: Thank you, I guess he was telling about some going to gossip sites without looking on genuine media sites. So I
guess we are having some journalists here, are you guys having any questions about that? Personally even I’m
doing the same thing …. Ok Thanks. Next we will be having a presentation from Dushmantha Wijenayaka, a
graduate student from Uva Wellassa University, He will be doing a presentation about the incident occurred on
Seya Sadewmini’s Murder.
Dushmantha: good evening everybody, I know this time is very boring and I’ll try to wind up my presentation as
much as possibly quickly. Freedom of Expression and the murder of Seya Sadewmini, I want to talk about not the
murder case but how the Freedom of Expression was used in murder. Here you may remember the incident.
Freedom of Expression is the right to express your own thoughts and views freely to the society but in the murder
of seya the internet journalists, I mean the blog sites, social media and the other gossips sites, they acting not in a
responsible way. The responsibility of Freedom of Expression should be there. But you may see that how the
responsibilities not actioned in that manner. You can see that in a picture that what I got from a gossip site, they

the owner or the blog post writer prejudged the situation and he also judge the murderer but we know that he is
not the real murderer, but he prejudged them and proposed a punishment also. So NCPA, the National Child
Protection Authority, they want to bring those images and the people, internet journalist , not all but particular
people they always sell everything they consider only the numerical, monitory value. But in here you can also see
that the pictures of some suspects, in the right corner you can see that some black strips in their faces, where I put
myself that black strips. Original post they do not so that those original photos are there and they don’t think that
how harm the situation and how harmful to place those things that they only the suspect not the murderer so the
abused, what will happen to their future, their affiliated organizations or schools. So how irresponsible the people
putting all the thing and they selling their and generating high internet traffic and sell those things. So we think
that the internet media want to have a code of ethics that’s the press media otherwise we can’t ban those or
control those things. They chat easily and they post anything and in Facebook or twitter or WhatsApp or their
particular social media. So think about it, what will happen if this happened to your child, if you were the parents
of the suspects what will happen to you. When they publish things like that how can you face the society, some
may suicide and some may not stay on their places. So think about that otherwise your rights will be banned and if
you want to talk about rights then you need to ban these things or control otherwise how you can take about your
rights. So think about yourself before publishing things. So please think about it. Thank you.
Prasad: I have a question for the panel, he mentioned about internet journalism, so are there any code of ethics
for the internet, secondly I saw that in internet, if you want to write to the newspapers we consider you as the
writer or author or the journalist, but in internet there may be many sites even in Facebook that people publish
news in various formats and then they even destroy so they take photos of someone else and put a face and then
they change the positions, colors and they change the picture and then they do Mud slugging, so can you do
anything against them can you take any legal actions so what are the things, so if I want to put something against
you so can I put it and I take your photo and then I post in Facebook saying he is like that so what are the actions
you can take, any other laws or anything that to address.
Maheeshwara: For Prasad’s question, in this what we targeted in Dushmanthas presentation was to increase the
responsible reporting of internet journalist. Here what we talked was about some potential suspects and how
internet journalists acted when reporting things. Now the question was about ethics, I guess press media has a set
of ethics but still it does not contain anything about internet journalism because it is only for press media.
Asela: In internet there is on definition on internet journalist. Even I can start a blog and write my own stuff but it
does not make me a journalist.
Maheeshwara: It is a single instance of defining a journalist.
Asela: those things mostly goes on personal websites. Mostly mud slugging. Even one minister gave the same
comment. What can we do about journalists and personal writers. Other thing is now a days not only journalists
have cameras, everybody has a camera. What we saw on these sites was photos taken on that day at the murder
site. Everyone went there and took photos, how can we censor that. But we should know one thing, When that
tsunami hit Japan we did not see any dead bodies. Didn’t see any because they had that discipline within that
country. But in our tsunami incident all papers were filled with pictures of piles of dead bodies. So I don’t think this
should be controlled by making rules, it needed to be build up from the society itself.
Sri Nimal: Someone works as a journalist in internet and with more than 30 years of experience as a journalist
what I think is that the present media institutes specially electronic media have a huge battle between them.
Everyone wants their news to be first to published. That’s why they try to put all first pictures of an incident. Then
after sometime they remove them. I remember that when that Seya’s murder was found pictures of a dead naked
body was shown in media on that day but once someone talks about it then they screen images from next news
round. So because of these acts they say that we had the first images or first news aired. It is only the thought of
getting their news the publicity. I need to emphasis it as a journalist.
Here I have the draft circular published by ministry of mass media and news. According to that it contains
addressing to web and all electronic media. This includes web sites. So this contains all ethics on how we should
publish news and up to what extinct we should show pictures and all. So when we need to be very cautious when
putting rules on these things. No news company shows dead bodies publically but Sri Lanka do. Sometimes even
they act it and show how it happened and say if this error wasn’t done then these suspects wouldn’t have
caught… so the next murderer do according to that. Along time a go in National Television they showed a program
of a murderer caught by analyzing finger prints, and say if the suspect were wearing hand gloves then he would
never be caught. So the next murderer makes sure to wear gloves. This is just helping crime and cheap marketing.
I’m not going to state much on Seya’s murder as the judgement of the court case is due on next week. So where in
lanka that have the responsible reporting or teaching responsible reporting. Using a camera doesn’t make anyone

a journalist. I’m also a journalist but the new people joining as journalists after graduating tries to put anything and
make a hot news and show it on 12 news or as a special news. So I think all reporting should be controlled but they
should have media freedom a controlled freedom. When talking about Facebook, my account has more than 4000
friends daily I reject 20-30 requests because those profiles may not contain any recognizable photo or at that time
I cannot check content of that profile. So if I cannot see anything that was useful to anyone then that profile is a
useless or fraud thing, using a logo or nice scenery as a profile picture doesn’t make someone responsible, we have
our profiles with our names, our photos. Yesterday I published a cartoon about a speech done by secretory of
ministry of Agriculture. President punishing him with a cane but I published it by my name, why I be scared to
published if a secretory of a government doesn’t know his countries name or the name of the president who chairs
the table. So we should have freedom to publish these things on Facebook or internet.
HarshaW: I think we have two to consider, especially whether we can enforce them, legally these gossips site
mostly resides outside Sri Lankan jurisdiction that means on some other country so to control we have to go with
those countries rules. As an example most web sites are hosted in USA or Canada so their rules are governing them
not ours. So we cannot control or censor them. Web owners do know that and because of this it is useless putting
rules or guidelines on them. When we talked with Google they asked us to have a bilateral agreement with USA
but this will never happen with current political situations. So controlling Internet should be discussed more in
depth.
Thilina: Next will be Dr. Nalin Abesekara from OUSL about Mud slugging.
Dr.Nalin: First thing I did was to search in Internet about this topic because mud slugging and hate speech is having
whatever the definition, Sri Lankan context is different. Dr. Anton told that we have more likelihood in reading
gossips, Many years ago in Sigiriya people used to write many creative things so now we can see them. But today
people doesn’t have a place to do their creative writing. So they compose creative gossip comments. So this can be
changed over the country. So do not look on google and decide without thinking the context. For example if we
look at Sri Lankan Health, they have taken the definition from WHO and create their mission but that is in their
context. So when I browse I found a group called Ethical Journalism Network. So there they discuss about five
point test for journalism. If it is a case of hate speech number one is the position of the speaker so not public
figures. Second reach of the speech, objective of the speech forth is the context and form of speech and economy
social and political climate. So we can study these and create a framework for Sri Lanka. Adian Wide in his research
says first create a global database of media, secondly encourage the systematic monitoring process thirdly system
to rapid reporting to correct false prorate to an unethical journalism fourthly promote more debate within
journalists and fifth encourage more research in to aspect of media. So there are lot of events but they all exists
for a small time period. So I think we need a long lasting movement towards this thank you.
Thilina: I think Mahee can tell something about ISOC’s future plans on IGF.
Mahee: Yes we can talk something like this Freedom of Expression was taken to here freshly. We had talks on Safer
internet and Next Billionth User before within ISOC community but this is the first time we talk about Freedom of
Expression, Actually we saw some problems in internet and 8 topics were initialized among IGF community which
was the first group of 56 people who gathered from ISOC and other interested from around the world like
Shreedeep from Nepal. So from their voting, Freedom of Expression became third topic. I first thought a topic like
IoT will become third but FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION became 3rd
  and so we brought it here. So this platform want
be a once a year event, it will be a daily basis talking stand and we have talked with the ministry on how to
continue the IGF sessions.
HarshaW: It will be effective if we can gather several countries at least SAARC region. When we talk with Facebook
they don’t care a country like Sri Lanka having nearly 20 million population, so its not a big thing to them. Same
with the google. But if talked as a region, when I discussed with Bangladesh they said that they face the same
problem even Pakistan insists they have the same issue. But India doesn’t face it. So if we can gather at least
SAARC region and say that what our culture or our jurisdictional rules they will listen. People form SLCERT may face
the same problem, so I think IGF will be a good forum to discuss this. Even ISOC has a mandate, we have users
from different levels and different paths so we can discuss this with lot of paths. That is why we asked Mr.
Wasantha Deshapriya about a regional IGF secretariat in Sri Lanka. We are the more neutral country in this region
so I think we can do this.
Dr. Menaka: I think that when talking about social media we see many thing in internet as negative impressions.
Even in Seyas case we saw only negatively implied things. We need to tell that if someone do a wrong thing
because of the advancement of new technology the possibility in getting caught is high. So we need to create a
positive culture of Freedom of Expression in internet, where it tells that if someone do these kind of faults then
they will be definitely caught and that message should go in to society otherwise we are always cultivating

negative mentality within our society and keep on blaming on that is not going to happen. Even in other countries
they have bloggers who counter arguing and to argue what is good or bad. So thank you
Thilina: Thank you Dr. Menaka I guess we have to excuse these two gentlemen because they are having another
lecture session. Dr.Nalin: Really sorry for the inconvenience.
Thilina: Next we will listen to senior journalist Mr. Sri Nimal Padmakumara.
Sri Nimal: Thank you and I have two things to talk about that are Media registration and web radio challenge. I
think my web radio is the only web radio listed under Sri Lankan Media guide issued by news department. So they
consider my web site as a radio channel without a FM transmission. Because of this I can talk about media
registration. In 2012 we were asked to register our services so I got the license Number 1 in 2012 for my Jayasri
Radio. But next year they asked to re-register with 25000 rupee fee and 10000 rupee renewal fee. I asked the
secretory that I got registered last year so I don’t need to re-register but to renew, but then they requested me to
re-register paying 35000 rupees so I told media Minister that I will not register, here after I will stop putting news. I
entertain people working in foreign countries but I do not get paid for that so I don’t have an income. So how I can
pay the taxes, now the new government has also requested to get register before 31st  of March otherwise they tell
we will be get banned. Our sites will be labeled as unlawful Medias. So if we have freedom in media then why
should we get register with Mass Media and Parliament affairs ministry? So all our web owners have this problem,
not all web owners make money by selling ads and all. Now some sites who got register in 2012 like lankacnews,
srilankamirror, lankawebnews got banned by last government. Today we can access tamilnet, new government
release it but why they force us to get register. Another thing is the prime minister mentioning some journalist in a
parliament statement. All parliament statements get recorded in Hansard records unless the speaker of the house
tells not to. So now those journalists have been Hansard as unlawful journalists. So I ask what law tells that we
need to get register, if a government organization is to provide a receipt for a payment it should be mentioned in
any law or circular, so these unjustified requests will limit our freedom. This is an old newspaper article which I
wrote, t says that freedom n internet is an idiotic freedom. We need to have self-disciplined when writing to the
internet, how can we justify web sites as gossips, what are the criteria? I read gossiplanka to get more details on a
news. When a news is published we don’t get details of the news so we need to go for a gossip site to get the idea.
The next thing my radio faces is most of the companies in Sri Lanka doesn’t recognize our radio, when someone
goes out of country all so called radio channels will need internet. My radio is only for the internet, so banks, and
shipping companies, insurance companies doesn’t know the value of those sites. So we don’t get ads. We have to
pay our bills by our own selves. We get more that 6.7 billion USD annually from these foreign workers which we
cannot neglect. They send us that money whit great effort by getting beated, humiliated or even raped, so I
maintain my radio with my own money to honor them and it will make me happy thank you.
Thilina: So we have another speaker to talk about website registration Dr. Kavan Ratnatunga.
Dr. Kavan: I have involved in distributing Sri Lankan news about 1989 long before the internet society and the
internet as you know it. When I was abroad we used to collect Sri Lankan news of routers and distribute it about
1000’s Sri Lankans over email violating copyright. But that was my, I think that I did it about 3 years and therefore I
was always interested in the news and propagation of news. Somewhere around middle 2008 or something when
they brought a rule to block certain websites, so the web called tamilnet I think it was blocked all the way from
1998 or something then that was one of the earliest web sites which were blocked. It was justified that the fact it
was supporting LTTE. But subsequently somewhere around mid-2000 they decided they wanted to block few other
websites which was not LTTE but which was against the government for its actions, and for this as far as I
remembered the rules they brought on is that there were so many pornographic sites in the web and we will block
large number of pornographic sites because they illegal to the country. And therefore in the process they blocked
all these news web sites under the same rule as pornographic sites rather than the fact they were news sites. One
thing to make sure was at that time all those websites which were blocked had a batch or honor. If you were
blocked that means that you were important enough to be blocked and to a certain extent all those web sites were
easily accessible by anybody in Sri Lanka through a proxy. So even though they were blocked they could be viewed,
I provided a web site where I give links to all those websites where persons didn’t know how to use proxy could
actually link through that website and read. So then subsequently this registration issue came around I think it’s
very worrying that one year after so called “good governance” that this advertisement appeared in the daily news
about a week ago requiring everybody to register website so they put a full half page advertisement in the daily
mirror. So it is unsure as to who has to register I just know about news but I do not provide news. In that process
government was able to bring down couple of websites as they did not have the finances to go on. So couple of
those websites died not because of the government blocked it but because it they couldn’t effectively block, but
because government subsequently went after the advertisers and told that they cannot advertise on those
websites. So I see this another attempt to actually remove the Freedom of Expression. Maybe they want to go

after website like newscarry.org or colombochronicle.com which I find the most entertaining sites on the internet
may be they want to stop those may be to stop all gossip channels which give out all the news which a of us read
but it is something extremely dangerous and I hope the internet governance Forum would be able to discuss with
the authorities with said that the TRC, is their anybody from TRC left in the audience or we should actually go and I
will do another statement just because of I thought I should bring it up, Tamilnet was one of the sites which
continued to be blocked for one even after good governance. So I think ok the government has said that they will
unblock sites but why is tamilnet still blocked but recently I switched service providers and I found out that
tamilnet is not blocked by all service providers but by one service provider and which is the sponsor of this forum,
but I want to specify that so that may be they will go ahead and unblock it because I think the government has
removed the regulations. I think it was blocked may be about 15 years ago, may be the person who blocked it no
longer employed and they may not know how to unlock it Thank you.
Asela: I’m not going to comment on that I’m from SLT this is coming because people don’t know the reality so I’m
not going to talk about it, it may be because there was a regulation earlier for porn sites and it has not been
removed yet.
Dr Kavan: Wo even they have actually…
Asela: I cannot comment further.
Thilina: Ok we are having another presentation Its about school children and it will be presented by one of our
youngest member..
Sri Nimal: While he gets ready, as we are discussing a very important topic right know I think some agent from
ministry isn’t participating is a big disadvantage or negligence. Because they should be here definitely.
Asela: I want one point also to highlight, it’s a mistake done by us the IGF organizing committee I guess we
overlooked on this matter, we already sent invitations to them but if this session was to held in morning period
some may would have stayed and as this is last session we would not expect to stay people specially form
government.
Harsha: I think that they can tell us to get register but they cannot enforce it. Lets think if the web site belongs to a
US jurisdiction, then law in here doesn’t apply to it. So government can only censor it but even censoring a website
isn’t that much practical unless all internet cables goes under one single point. They It can be censored, but even
that happens if a VPN or some other method is used then it cannot be done. So government should understand
that. Likewise any government cannot censor the internet and for my knowledge still internet in Sri Lanka doesn’t
go through a single gateway.
Dr.Kavan: It could make it difficult as only like others.
Harsha: Ya I know but I think what happened last government’s one of the mistakes was to block those sites.
Because of it they lost the election literary. Their ranks went up and also the people thought even the things that
were published that were not true people thought that were true. So this advice unfortunately I think one of the
things about is that what ever it it you should never block, you should let it be that is Freedom of Expression,
people should be able to access and people should be able to comment and then it will mitigate and that is what
government should be told.
Thilina: Thank you sir and now it is time for Charith Wickramasinghe.
Charith: Ok so my name is Charith Wickramasinghe I’m actually a fresh out of school last year I did A/L and
currently I’m working at 99x technologies as a software engineer. So my topic today is the digital identity of School
Children. Because I’m a fresh out of school and I know how my same age colleagues been, so one of the major
reasons why I put up is, back when I was schooling around grade 10, 8 there was like a bit buzz going around
through principles not to use fb, internet. That’s a terrible thing to do but time being people it is been impossible
to find ways to use Facebook now a days and they truly don’t understand their identity. The digital identity how
should they represent their selves in the digital domain. As an example I got in to industry very soon right after my
A/L’s my company thought me how to use Facebook how I should represent represent myself in the digital
domain, linkedin, Facebook what should you put and how. So instead of asking not to use facebook from school
children I believe that this has been address earlier in previous session we must educate them as ISOC and there
are lot of very good people who can do this. We must educate them how to use Facebook, what you should put.
When I go to company they put a huge responsibility they said you are representing the company s you should
behave like the same person form company even though you are very young person so we must tell young
children that how to use Facebook, twitter and what to put and we must provocative then that you are

representing you’re your school or institute so you shouldn’t put anyone something like these. This can be done
through the society, when I was a schooling teacher if I say not to use Facebook don’t go there it will spoil you so
on. But I used fb to communicate with my friends I never emailed as not a good option to communicate with
people as a friend. And the second one I’m going to address is Freedom of Expression as they thought the my era
my generation in SL does not like put blogs ldiots not like put blocks they don’t put stuff radical, technological that
relevant and important to society. They don’t understand the responsibility to the society Sri Lanka from school
level we must encourage them to put something like that. If you do a research put a blog and post it. Someone
even a PhD holder might get something from it. School children think fb is a very good communication method but
I don’t think that is a not is a formal blogs are good stuff. And previous election I know that lot of people from my
age share pics and all stuff but what I felt was those websites those page admins used us to market whatever their
campaign is. They used us because we can’t do anything by sharing a post. Only thing we can do is spread the
market wider to audience, so they used some radical movements some radical thoughts ok this is you have to
stand up but still we got nothing out of it. So that’s about it Thank you very much.
Thilina: Thank you Charith, is there any questions for him… ok so I think we are in the end of our session and
before wrapping up our IGF committee chairman Maheeshwara will give us the final note.
Mahee: A special Day few minutes to finish. We all met today with a new beginning, we saw what our people think
and what they feel also we were able to identify some new faces. We all meet every day in internet and from
today this will be the bridge for a better future internet. IGF was organized to bring all these ideas to one platform
and before we finish IGF-SL 2016 I would like to thank all who helped. We started in August 2015, so from that to
today there were lot of people who helped who challenged so I thank them all as the IGF organizing committee
and I stop with this new beginning.
Thilina: Thank you Mahee, So we wrap up today sessions IGF SL 2016 and thank you for all been here specially
every representative from government and private sector and our sponsors SLT, LankaCOM and LEARN. Thank you
and hope to see you all again in another IGF session.

